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Case ID Case Status Caller Type

Event 

Type Topic Site

Date Of 

Incident Application Method Ccmplaint Details City

EC-102

Enforcement 

Review Pending Concerned Citizen Complaint Unauthorized Application AG-Cereals and Pasture 7/11/2016 Boom

Alleged unauthorize application of Round Up 

herbicide to 12 acre field in Pittsfield Pittsfield

EC-171 Resolved-Finalized Government Employee Inquiry Drift AG-Cereals and Pasture 9/19/2016 Granular Spreader

Caller asked if BPC could check farm that sprays 

Albair Road and Baird Road in Caribou.  FAA 

employee at 1306 Albair Road said when  dust 

last Friday, it drifted onto his personal car, and 

federal vehicle. Today a worker was spraying 

something liquid with a boom. There was no drift 

today but in the past, the boom sprayer has hit 

the fence when making turns and there has been 

drift. Crop = wheat Caribou

EC-122 Resolved-Finalized Grower Complaint Notification / Posting AG-Small Fruit 7/8/2016 Powered Backpack

Organic strawberry grower said a resident within 

800 ft. hired mosquito spraying. Wants to know 

his BPC notification rights and if local ordinance 

is in place. Lebanon

EC-128 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Notification / Posting AG-Small Fruit 7/19/2016 Unknown

Caller's neighbor lease some blueberry land to a 

grower. Caller wanted information on notification. 

She also has a specific request. She wants to 

know the bill number for the legislation that took 

away notification to a nearby property owner that 

according to LePage was a duplicate effort 

(About 10 years ago). This bill kill and earlier bill 

that allowed an interested property owner to get 

on a notification list- Caller was on that original 

list. Columbia

EC-130 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Notification / Posting AG-Small Fruit 7/21/2016 Unknown

Caller left a vm. He asked if our regulations 

specify a buffer requirement between spray 

blocks and abutting residents. unknown

EC-187 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry Human Exposure / Health Effects AG-Small Fruit 11/23/2016 Unknown

Her son was recently diagnosed with Tourette’s 

syndrome. She has questions about chromated 

arsenic and wants to know how to find out if it 

has been used on the BB fields and about testing 

soil and/or water for it. She stated she lives on 

land that was an active BB field 5-7 years ago 

and she lives across the street from a BB field 

that is currently active. She has two young 

children and plans to live on the property for 

some years and wants to know if she should be 

concerned. Union/Hope

EC-117 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry Odors Biting Fly/Ticks 7/6/2016 Unknown

Neighbor hires a pest control co. to spray for 

mosquitoes and ticks. Supposed to be mild 

products. Caller could smell chemicals, asked 

types, they were conventional pesticides. Wants 

to know his rights as an abutter. Kennebunk

EC-175 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Drift Biting Fly/Ticks 9/22/2016 Unknown

Caller emailed the following: The neighbors on 

either side of me use Mainely Grass from York 

for spraying mosquitoes. They spray the trees, 

shrubs, and the entire lawn right up and into the 

spartina grasses on the water.  The spray drifts 

onto our property which is not OK with us. I have 

read the state rules and I'm pretty sure they don't 

allow spraying in a sensitive area. Does spraying 

with a wand come under aerial spraying? Cape Neddick

EC-134

Consent 

Agreement 

Pendiung Grower Inquiry Water Quality Forestry 7/26/2016 Rotary

When checking 2015 project efficacy in Square 

Town this year his company noticed that there 

was a small unmapped stream in block SQ7.  

not sure if this stream held water at the time of 

last August spray project or not. Application of 

Rodeo, Arsenal and Oust 8 gal total mix/acre. Square Town

Inquiry / Complaint - Detail Report PEGA July Though December 2016
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EC-148 Resolved-Finalized Employee Inquiry Water Quality Forestry 8/9/2016 Rotary

Caller said an on ground company review of 

their 2014 and 2015 projects currently in 

progress has revealed 29 sites where there may 

be issues with impacts to water. Company asked 

if BPC personnel could meet with them at their 

Fairfield office and also go into the field to help 

them understand our regulations. Greenville

EC-348 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Other Forestry 8/1/2016 Unknown

Mr. Donovan thinks his neighbors to the north 

dumped pesticides on his property and killed a 

few balsam fir trees. Searsmont

EC-129 Resolved-Finalized Tenant Complaint Notification / Posting General Vegetation Management 7/19/2016 Unknown

Glenridge Gardens caller said "industrial round 

up" herbicide on the rocks along the front 

perimeter of each building in the complex this 

morning. No notification and no posting of the 

treated area. Applicator sprayed anything in the 

rock area including toys, shoes and across the 

sidewalks. Augusta

EC-160 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Non-Target Effects General Vegetation Management 8/16/2016 Unknown

Caller reported that the town of Norridgewock 

hired Lynch Landscaping to make a herbicide 

application along the fence of a cemetery 

adjacent to his property. Caller found a pesticide 

sign face down on his lawn, did not find any 

damage to his property but thinks Lynch L.S. 

sprayed his lawn, trees, and garden because he 

found the sign. . Norridgewock

EC-106 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry Water Quality Other 7/12/2016 Unknown

Wants to know our regulations about  controlling 

poison ivy near water China

EC-115 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Water Quality Other 7/14/2016 Unknown

Applicator contracted for job with an 10-18 ft. 

bank from the canal to a road above the canal. 

The water in the canal is water diverted from the 

Androscoggin River and returns to the 

Androscoggin River. Wants to know what BPC 

regulations are for herbicide applications along 

the canal bank. Rumford

EC-108 Resolved-Finalized Employee Inquiry License Issue Other 7/12/2016 Unknown

Employee of ReEnergy called to ask about 

licensing requirements if a company employee is 

making applications to their own property in Ft. 

Fairfield in 2 situations. Fenced in area only 

accessible to employees. Situation 2 an area 

where employees and outside contractors have 

access. Fort Fairfield

EC-146 Resolved-Finalized Government Employee Complaint Non-Target Effects Other 7/25/2016 Bait

DEP Response Services called to report they 

just received a call from ME game warden. 

Warden told her his office as well as the U.S. 

Fish and WL Service were investigating the 

spreading of 32 lbs. of rat poison on Ogunquit 

beach. One dead bird was found. Thought the 

incident happened w/i the last 2 weeks. Ogunquit

EC-150 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Storage / Disposal Other 8/9/2016 Unknown

Communication company  has a facility next to 

caller's house where they store treated 

telephone poles with pentachlorophenol . They 

constructed a pole shed partially enclosed to 

store the poles away from her side of the 

complex, but now are storing some of the poles 

outside the shed. Concern about her health, 

watershed, employees of company Rockland

EC-173 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Non-Target Effects Other 9/19/2016 Rotary

Caller said a helicopter was spraying nearby on 

Monday Sept. 19. On Sept. 21  saw the 

helicopter spraying on a fir plantation that abuts 

his property. Spraying was done just above tree 

top level by a blue and white helicopter. Wind 

was towards his property. Suspects drift, wants 

to know if spraying is legal and what was 

applied. Jonesboro
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EC-178 Resolved-Finalized Employee Inquiry Other Other 9/27/2016 Unknown

Caller has some space in a building on a wharf 

in Portland. The address is 446 Commercial 

Street. A friend of his has registered Anti-Mite 

(sp) with EPA. This product/company is in WA 

state. The caller said the Portland facility would 

receive containers in 5 to 10 gallons in size and 

repackage it into retail size containers in 

Portland as well as store it there for distribution. 

General Marine Construction on the space- 

Roger Hale works for this company. Stock rents 

space now 4500 sq. ft. Would divide space. Only 

needs 1500 sq. ft. for this GPD. Wants to know if 

he can operate here under these conditions. Portland

EC-166 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry Water Quality Other 8/15/2016 Unknown

Smith works as a landscaper. One of his clients 

in S.W. Harbor had some vegetation in a 

wetland area affected by herbicide work done on 

an abutting property. There is a sea wall in this 

area too. Smith wanted to know what can and 

cannot be done near water and wetlands. SW Harbor

EC-181 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Storage / Disposal Other 11/2/2016 Unknown

Mills was calling for Randy Nadeau (Maine Seed 

Co/DBA County Ag. & Turf) and asked that a 

copy of Ch. 24 and Ch.10 be emailed to Nadeau. 

They want to review these to see the definitions 

of major and minor pesticide storage facilities. 

Currently this company is operating at 76 

Parsons St. in PI. It is not clear at this point if 

their call was in regards to this site or another 

site in the County. Presque Isle

EC-188 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint License Issue Other 11/29/2016 Other Non-powered Equipment

Caller said a business in  Houlton has 

unlicensed grow facilities and is making 

unlicensed pesticide applications to the 

marijuana crop. Houlton

EC-116 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Spill / Discharge Right-of-Way 7/12/2016 Hydraulic

DOT while spraying today a hose came off the 

sprayer truck before the nozzle and lost about 3 

gallons of solution it was on route 11 it all stayed 

on the road in a strip 3 inches wide there was 

some spots there was not any and some in 

others for a distance of .25 miles and dried up 2 

to 3 minutes. The road was just wet and there 

was nothing to soak up before it dried, the mix 

was 1 quart of Garlon 4 Ultra per 50 gallons of 

water and ½ ounce of MSM 60 per 50 gallons 

there was between 1.9 to ounces of Garlon and 

.03 to ounces of MSM 60 in the 3 gallons. Presque Isle

EC-123 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Other Right-of-Way 7/15/2016 Unknown

Caller reported that only the high bush blue berry 

plants on the CMP powerline that crosses the 

Rocky Dundee Road in Buxton were sprayed 

from the road to about 1/2 mile in on the line. . 

Caller concerned with well in this area too. Buxton

EC-135

Pending 

Enforcement 

Review Concerned Citizen Complaint Water Quality Right-of-Way 7/29/2016 Unknown

Caller reported there is a bridge on the Durham 

Bridge Road in Newport and within the last week 

caller noticed the vegetation from the top of the 

road to the edge of the water was dead on both 

ends of the bridge. This area has rip rap to hold 

the embankment . Kids fish here and also 

concern for wildlife in area and the water. Wants 

someone to check if this is legal and safe for 

kids and environment. Caller has seen a 

"chemical truck" on this road in past years.

EC-139 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Notification / Posting Right-of-Way 8/1/2016 Unknown

Caller asked about notification requirements 

when spraying roadside ROWs for the towns of 

Norridgewock and Madison Norridgewock
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EC-152 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Water Quality Right-of-Way 8/10/2016 Unknown

Entered into some type of land deal with CMP. 

When CMP's big line was recently put in, 

Bouchard's original line was relocated. CMP now 

leases some of their land for 99 years. About a 

week ago herbicide was sprayed on line. Her 

well is spring fed, duck pond nearby . Wants to 

know if this is legal. Litchfield

EC-158 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry Other Right-of-Way 8/12/2016 Unknown

Caller signed a NS agreement about 30 yrs. ago 

with CMP.  2-3 weeks ago, crew was on the line 

spraying. Crew did not spray the line in her area 

when she came out. CMP when contacted said 

the original NS agreement was only good for 5 

yrs. CMP sent her a new one which she will sign 

and send in. Asked if BPC had any NS signs or 

source for them. Porter

EC-165 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Buffers Right-of-Way 8/18/2016 Hydraulic

On 8-18-16 caller reported that a spray crew 

treating the roadside ROW, sprayed too close to 

the spring that feeds his house. Frenchville

EC-180 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Non-Target Effects Right-of-Way 10/5/2016 Non-powered Backpack

Caller said person was spraying in the roadside 

ROW across from his property today with 

Roundup and also on the property of a VA 

resident. Treated a drainage ditch and w/i 50-

100 ft. of the ocean. Caller asked about 

regulations. Last year same applicator sprayed 

w/i 15 ft. of caller's well head and up gradient 

from it. Northport

Case ID Case Status Caller Type Event Type Topic Site Date Of Incident Application Method Complaint Details City

EC-107 Resolved-Finalized Tenant Complaint Other Structural 7/7/2016 Unknown

 A tenant below him has had bedbugs about 5 

times in last 6 years. Caller only found 1 bedbug 

in his unit in his bedroom after extensive 

cleaning, preparing etc. Does not think it is 

necessary to treat his apartment. Problem 

getting inform. about pesticides to be used. . S. Portland

EC-143 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Water Quality Structural 8/2/2016 Unknown

Commercial applicator called on 8/1 to ask if the 

BPC regulations included any wellhead 

setbacks. There is a group of about 20 cottages 

maybe more, maybe less, that share a common 

well. He has some customers in this area and 

stays about 100 ft. away from the drilled well's 

wellhead. Rangeley

EC-142 Resolved-Finalized Government Employee Complaint License Issue Structural 7/29/2016 Unknown

Email on 7/29: This establishment has a history 

of cockroaches and spraying on their own. They 

use a commercial PC company when the 

inspector informs them that they cannot spray on 

their own. Asked BPC to enforce the message 

with them. S. Portland

EC-153

Consent 

Agreement 

Pendiung Tenant Complaint License Issue Structural 8/16/2016 Fogger

August 5th notice bedbugs in bedroom, put some 

in freezer bag and gave to Peter Alexander, 

employee of PLD Group, Inc. the mgmt. co. of 

the apt building (6 units). August 6th, Alexander 

set off 2 cans of bomb from Lowes in BR 

advised to wait 2hrs and ventilate room. August 

11th, 3 or 4 pm, Alexander applied 1 bomb to 

same BR, gave Norma 2 bomb cans. 9:30 or 10 

pm still bugs, Norma set 1 bomb off in same BR 

and seals rm. August 12 still b bugs, Norma set 

off another can in same BR about 11-noon, 

sealed room, room still sealed. Augusta
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EC-155 Resolved-Finalized Tenant Complaint Unauthorized Application Structural 8/23/2016 Fogger

Farrell lives in an old farm house that has 5 total 

apts. Her cat had fleas, she took it to the vet who 

used revolution (like front line) to treat. She 

vacuums as well. Apt. # 1, also on second floor 

of house wing in her section also has fleas 

possibly from Farrell's cat. The landlord, 

Courtemanche want to bomb her unit, or give her 

the bombs to do it, and also wants to bomb unit 

1. Farrell does not want the landlord to bomb or 

does not want to bomb herself. Thinks the fleas 

are gone and if not can control otherwise. 

Landlord is scheduled to apply bombs this 

Friday- Farrell thinks he will do this even w/o her 

consent. Sabattus

EC-179

Enforcement 

Review Pending Customer Complaint License Issue Structural 4/10/2016 Other Powered Ground Equipment

Caller in Cumberland County reported that in the 

spring of this year she saw an add in the paper. 

for power washing roofs She called and was told 

it was an ecofriendly product.  it was Zerotol 2.0 

EPA reg. No. 70299-12. Called BPC and found 

he was unlic. and product was for greenhouse 

use and enclosed areas not outdoor use. Portland area

EC-170 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Notification / Posting Structural 9/14/2016 Hand Can

Commercial applicator called to ask where he 

has to post if he removes a ceiling panel from an 

elevator at the Key Plaza in downtown Bangor to 

spray for spiders in this space. He would use a 

B&G and spray an insecticide with a fan tip. 

There are 2 elevators. Bangor

EC-168 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Complaint Other Structural 9/13/2016

Caller said he believes a mold remediation co. is 

operating unprofessionally, and scamming their 

customer, asked if they had a CMA. BPC staff 

checked, they are licensed. Belfast

EC-184 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Human Exposure / Health Effects Structural 11/17/2016 Unknown

Grandfather of a resident at the Shalom house in 

Portland thinks his grandson may have be 

exposed to pesticides during applications at the 

facility. See complete summary and contact 

information on attachment. Portland

EC-190 Pending-Inspection Tenant Complaint License Issue Structural 11/7/2016 Fogger

A tenant reported that a property owner/mgmt. 

company has made unlicensed pesticide 

applications inside her apartment to control bed 

bugs. Winthrop

EC-185 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Other Structural 11/17/2016 Other Non-powered Equipment

Commercial applicator called to ask for the 

definition of a c/c application in restaurants 

Wanted to ensure he was in compliance. 

Product is Pyrocide 100 Lyman

EC-191

Enforcement 

Review Pending Government Employee Complaint License Issue Structural 12/12/2016 Unknown

Aa public health inspector reported the owner of 

the Tim Hortons as well as apartments in Calais, 

does his own pest control at the restaurant and 

apartments. Calais

EC-103 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Other Turf/Ornamental 3/12/2016

Alleged unauthorize application of herbicide to 

intentionally kill section of lawn near road Deer Isle

EC-112 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Unauthorized Application Turf/Ornamental 7/12/2016 Granular Spreader

Caller saw a lawn care applicator go over the 

property line of an abutting customer and apply a 

granular insecticide/fert to part of his lawn 

yesterday. Portland

EC-118 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Non-Target Effects Turf/Ornamental 7/14/2016 Injection

T. Jadczak conveyed a call he received 7-12-16 

. Caller reported that he saw dead and dying 

bumble bees under linden trees in Congress St. 

Park at 595 Congress Street in Portland around 

noon time. Portland

EC-132 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Storage / Disposal Turf/Ornamental 7/22/2016 Unknown

Allegation  made that an applicator for 

commercial tree in Portland was in the habit of 

mixing more than enough pesticides for each 

day’s work, and when he had extra after the days 

applications, he would often go out back of the 

tree service building and dump it on the ground. . Portland
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EC-131 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Inquiry Notification / Posting Turf/Ornamental 7/21/2016 Unknown

Caller ask what information registry members 

are entitled to ask for. There is a registry 

member that asks for various information 

including sds and labels. Caller provides this 

information but wants to know what he is 

required to provide. unknown

EC-144 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry Non-Target Effects Turf/Ornamental 7/29/2016 Hydraulic

Last yr. drift suspected- soaked hosta near 

grapes (both affected. This year suspect 

pesticides moving with groundwater. Affected 

Apple tree (Dave Handley thought possible leaf 

hopper), raspberries, rhododendron his property. 

Oak tree (trees overhang his property but tree is 

neighbors- dropping leaves. Houses are on 

same level, but thinks Gwater drains from her 

property to his Portland

EC-156 Resolved-Finalized Licensed Applicator Complaint License Issue Turf/Ornamental 8/23/2016 Unknown

Caller saw application signs posted at Riverbend 

Woods, Gateway Drive in Wells done on 8/23/16 

by Greenscapes of Maine. Greenscapes is 

located at 28 Bow St, Kennebunk. Caller thinks it 

may have been an unlicensed pesticide 

application. Wells

EC-189 Resolved-Finalized Government Employee Complaint License Issue Turf/Ornamental 7/19/2016 Non-powered Backpack

A Board employee saw a commercial landscape 

company make what appeared to be an 

unlicensed commercial herbicide application. Augusta

EC-194 Resolved-Finalized Government Employee Inquiry Water Quality Turf/Ornamental 12/15/2016 Unknown

A water district worker requested information for 

a watershed property owner about the possible 

use of Atrazine by the Boothbay Harbor Country 

Club, which is in the Adams Pond watershed, a 

public water supply. Is a permit required and are 

studies done. Boothbay

EC-124 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Storage / Disposal Unknown 7/13/2016 Unknown

Bags of Dylox stored in open area in one of the 

garage bays. Some became ripped. Spillage of 

material blown into corner of building. Concern 

about the residue. Portland

EC-127 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Complaint Notification / Posting Unknown 7/18/2016 Unknown

Email received  7-18-16: applicator from 

Columbia  is repeatedly breaking the law 

regarding the spraying of poisons 100 yards 

from my four family home in Jonesboro. Does it 

Sunday mornings before 5 am, would like 

notification Jonesboro

EC-167 Resolved-Finalized Government Employee Inquiry Non-Target Effects Unknown 8/20/2016 Unknown

Caller learned from MIF&W that last week about 

9 dead seagulls were found in Deering Oaks 

Park area of Portland. This week approx. 12 

additional gull were found dead. She asked if we 

had any way to determine if avitrol or a similar 

product is being used in the area. Portland

EC-192 Resolved-Finalized Lawyer Inquiry Other Unknown 12/12/2016 Unknown

Elias called late last week to ask about BPC 

regulations related to marijuana growing in 

Maine. He and other lawyers will be on a panel 

in Portland on 12-12-16, to discuss various laws 

including BPC regulations and Fed regulations 

about marijuana and pesticide use. I emailed 

Elias some relevant regulation links from our 

website and provided him with MET's contact 

info for registration and Megan's for licensing. Maine

EC-193 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry License Issue Unknown 12/1/2016 Unknown

An individual called the BPC and asked if any 

employees from a company called PIC Home 

Pro were licensed to apply pesticides in Maine.  

The company is from New Hampshire, but 

advertises on their website that they cover the 

southern Maine region as well as New 

Hampshire. the link to their website is: 

http://www.pichomepros.com/ The website lists 

approximately over two dozen Maine towns the 

company serves. southern Maine
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EC-110 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry Non-Target Effects 7/12/2016 Unknown

Report that yesterday about noon time there 

were dead and dying bumble bees around the 

lindens at 595 Congress St. in Portland at 

Congress Square Park. Portland

EC-136 Resolved-Finalized Concerned Citizen Inquiry Notification / Posting 7/29/2016 Hand Can

 Caller said an abutting neighbor applies RTU 

Roundup to his driveway, around work shop and 

more closely to his stockade fence on a mutual 

property line.  Called to get clarification on her 

notification rights and what would happen if she 

requested notification and he did not provide it. Rockport
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